Do cetaceans alter their vocal behaviour in response to military sonar?
Review of some poten al changes and the corresponding analy cal methods
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1. Background

(Research ques on, response variable for analysis, number of observa ons)

4.1 Is the probability of detec ng vocaliza ons diﬀerent in the presence of sonar?
Presence / absence of acous c encounters in 1-min segments: 148,359 1-min segments (only 6% presences)

A source of poten al disturbance is mid-frequency ac ve sonar (MFAS) used by military vessels, which involves the underwater emission of intense and repe ve sounds.
Cetaceans produce a variety of vocaliza on types for social
Fig. 1. Marine Acous c Recording Units (MARUs) oﬀ Jacksonor environmental sensing which vary among species, popula- ville, FL (JAX) and Onslow Bay, NC (OB) oﬀ the US east coast
ons and behavioural context. The range of frequencies of during July 2008 and Sept.-Oct. 2009.
these sounds o en overlaps with the frequencies used for
MFAS increasing the poten al for disturbance.
2. Methods

The goal of this study was to develop robust sta s cal  We compared the detected vocaliza ons from periods bemethods that can be used to evaluate changes in the vocal
fore (24hr), during and a er (24hr) sonar exercises using
behavior of cetaceans in response to MFAS.
acous c data collected in the presence of vocalizing cetaceans (Minke whales, sperm whales and delphinids) and
MFAS using Marine Acous c Recording Units (MARUs).

 Using Real- me Odontocete Call Classiﬁca on Algorithm
(ROCCA, Oswald 2007), delphinid detec ons were classiﬁed
to the lowest taxonomic group possible: short-ﬁnned pilot
whale, striped dolphin, short-beaked common dolphin or uniden ﬁed dolphins.
Fig. 2. Subsample of the data included: me series of detec-  Separate sta s cal models that describe poten al changes in
ons of delphinid vocaliza ons (excluding pilot whales) and
vocal
behaviour
were
built
for
minke,
sperm
and
pilot
whales
sonar pings at the JAX Site 2 in Sept. 2009.
and remaining delphinids combined (herea er dolphins) due
 Colored lines: sub-events containing mul ple vocaliza ons
not separated by >1min. Available informa on was presence
to rela vely high uncertainty in species id.
of vocaliza on type and several parameters (e.g. maximum
 We describe the methods using dolphin detec ons.
frequency) for randomly chosen whistles
 Black lines: sonar pings with parameters
 Time discre za on:
 1-min segments (presence of acous c encounters models)
 Categories for covariate Sonar:
 24hr before or a er sonar = before or a er
 Sonar on = during
 <48hr gap in sonar = between
 Correlated and overdispersed data:
Model ﬁ ng tool: Generalized es ma ng equa ons (GEEs,
Gisle a & Spini 2004)
 Alterna vely: Hidden Markov Models: ASK ME!!!!
Fig. 3. Autocorrela on of Pearson's residuals
from presence
models for delphinids including
95% CIs around
zero autocorrelaon (blue lines).
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4. How do we quan fy a poten al eﬀect of sonar? GEE models for dolphins

Concerns about increasing poten al disturbance of cetaceans due to human ac vi es in the ocean have led to an increased eﬀort to study the responses of cetaceans to such
disturbances.

3. Analy cal and data challenges

c

Table 1. Explanatory covariates for GEE analysis (excluding
collinear covariates)

Fig. 4. Par al ﬁt (on
the scale of the
logit-link func on)
for ﬁnal presence
model including covariates Site and
Time.

4.2 Does the signal type (whistle, click or buzz) change in the presence of sonar? Example: whistles
Presence / absence of whistles within a vocaliza on sub-event (no gaps > 1 minute): 2401 vocaliza on sub-events
Fig. 5. Par al ﬁt
(on the scale of
the logit-link funcon) for ﬁnal
presence of whistles within acousc
sub-event
model including
covariates
Site,
Sonar and Presence of clicks.

Descrip on
Before / During / Between / A er
Time of day
Site numbers
Time lag since last sonar
---------3 sonar ping types x 3 lengths
Whistles / Clicks / Buzzes

We found some evidence in our data for an increased presence of
whistles during sonar emissions.
The ﬁnal model contained the covariate Sonar for which the coeﬃcient ‘during’ was signiﬁcantly posive.

4.3 Do the characteris cs of vocaliza ons change in the presence of sonar? 2234 whistles classiﬁed as common or striped
Response intensity (constructed by combining mul ple whistle characteris cs into Mahalanobis distances; DeRuiter et al. 2013)
Fig. 6. Par al
ﬁt for response intensity models
including covariates Site
and Sonar.

We found some evidence in our data for an increased response intensity a er sonar emissions. The ﬁnal model contained the covariate
Sonar for which the coeﬃcients ‘during’ and ‘a er’ were signiﬁcantly
posi ve. An increased response intensity corresponds to more extreme measured values for one or more whistle characteris cs.

5. Conclusions


Covariates for analyses
Sonar
Time
Site
Sonarlag
Peak frequency
Length of sonar event
Mean ping interval
SDEV ping interval
Mean repe on rate
SDEV repe on rate
Mean peak frequency
SDEV minimum frequency
SDEV maximum frequency
Presence of sonar ping type
Presence of signal type

We found no evidence in our data that the probability of
detec ng dolphin vocaliza ons changed in the presence
of sonar. The ﬁnal model only contained covariates that
were not related to sonar.











Using passive acous c monitoring devices has the advantage of providing large amounts of data at a rela vely low cost. However:
Inclusion of covariates represen ng a cumula ve eﬀect of sonar is necessary to make these analyses more robust.
Predic ve power for presence models rela vely low; hence, a larger number of both independent sonar events and delphinid
acous c encounters should be analyzed to improve sta s cal power.
Poten al confounding issues when combining mul ple delphinid species as species may have opposing reac ons to sonar.
Responses in delphinid acous c behaviors to sonar are very likely inﬂuenced by behavioural context, an animal’s previous experience with sonar, and the animal’s mo va on and habitua on.
Visual observa on, tagging and localiza on capabili es would be valuable addi ons to our methods. Currently it is unknown,
whether increases in the probability of detec on of vocaliza ons in the presence of sonar are due to increases in the number of
animals present, due to increases in the acous c ac vity of the animals in the area or due to some combina on of these.
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